We did not identify any lesion without the mentioned signature patterns. The digital videodermoscopy follow-up showed no changes on these lesions.
Due to reduced or absent protection from melanin, skin cancers are common in patients with albinism and the majority of these consist of squamous cell carcinoma. Although rare, melanoma has also been reported [5] [6] [7] [8] . We want to highlight that OCA-Ia patients' nevi present a vascular pattern similar to that described for amelanotic melanoma, for which it is sometimes challenging to make a differential diagnosis-even for trained physicians.
We propose three steps to manage and follow up these kinds of nevi using dermoscopy evaluation with a comparative approach, follow-up with digital dermoscopy and reflectance confocal microscopy as complementary tools for difficult cases.
The first step is the clinical and dermoscopic evaluation using a comparative approach. It is important to evaluate all lesions in OCA-Ia patients who have multiple red Clark nevi in order to verify similar vascular patterns and colors of these nevi.
If a different lesion is noticed, biopsy is mandatory. Clinical

Discussion
Oculocutaneous albinism (OCA) is a group of rare autosomal recessive disorders of pigmentation. It consists of absence or reduction of melanin in the skin, hair, and eyes due to a partial or total deficit in the activity of tyrosinase, with a normal melanocyte number and structure. The clinical spectrum of OCA varies, with OCA-Ia being the most severe type, characterized by a complete lack of melanin production, while the milder forms OCA-Ib, OCA-II, OCA-III and OCA-IV show some pigment accumulation over time. Clinically, it is possible to distinguish the most severe form (OCA-Ia), but as to the others, it is necessary to obtain a molecular diagnosis [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Clinically our patients were clearly OCA-Ia type.
To date and to our knowledge, only two reports of dermoscopic nevi features of this disease have been published in the literature [2] [3] .
Caldarola et al. [2] found a dermoscopic pattern represented by a homogeneous light brown, yellowish pattern associated with comma-like and dotted vessels predominantly This dual modality is useful not only for the detection of melanoma with few dermoscopic criteria by DFU of dermoscopy records, but also for the detection of melanoma either presenting as new lesions or arising from nevi that were not monitored by dermoscopy. In a high-risk population, longterm follow-up is required to allow the detection of slowgrowing melanomas [17, 18] .
Patients generally are scheduled for follow-up in 3, 6 or 12 months according to the judgment of the professional who performed the evaluation. Short-term follow-up (3 months) is considered for individual suspicious melanocytic lesions that do not satisfy the dermoscopic criteria for the diagnosis of melanoma, while medium and long-term (6 and 12) is considered for the surveillance of patients with high or moderate risk respectively [17] .
We suggest DFU for OCA-Ia patients with multiple nevi because it is the most reliable and efficient approach in detecting incipient melanoma, and DFU should be maintained in time.
The third step is to practice a RCM (reflectance confocal microscopy) as a useful complementary tool in difficult cases in order to find structures compatible with nevi or melanoma.
RCM is of value as a third-step examination of clinical, dermoscopic, equivocal melanocytic lesions, because in this subset of tumors specificity is superior [19, 20] .
Guitera et al. [19] demonstrated that diagnosis based on pure morphology is often not sufficient in the context of pink tumors and that combining dermoscopy and RCM evaluation is most likely to provide the correct diagnosis of these difficult cases. Several studies have shown that RCM may improve the accuracy in the differentiation of benign and malignant melanocytic lesions as an adjuvant technique to dermoscopy, evaluation of these lesions can be difficult given the lack of pigmentary patterns, both under normal illumination and by dermoscopy. One way to approach patients with numerous nevi is to identify the ''ugly duckling'' sign (UD). When one lesion can be identified as being different from a patient's other moles, it is called the UD sign. Melanomas generally appear with a UD sign [9] [10] . Another is to identify the signature nevus (SN), with signature nevi defined as the predominant group of nevi in individuals that share a similar clinical appearance [9] . The type of SN OCA-Ia patients is uniformly pink in color, seen also in those individuals with skin phototype I or II. The identification of the UD requires recognition of the SN, these two methods actually being interrelated, and they will allow the physician to more efficiently focus diagnostic methods, such as dermoscopy and biopsy, on melanocytic lesions that are of greater concern [9] .
Scope et al. [11] found that individuals tend to have one to three predominant dermoscopic nevus global patterns and Therefore, we consider it crucial to perform total-body skin examinations; to observe the dermoscopic nevus global pattern(s); and to use the dermoscopic morphologic and comparative approach in order to find any suspicious lesion.
Because of the lack of pigment on nevi of OCA-Ia patients, dermoscopy may aid in diagnosis by the evaluation of vascular structures. Zalaudek et al. [13] described that comma, dotted and linear irregular vessels are suggestive of melanocytic skin tumors. Dermal nevi are typically characterized by a regular distribution of comma-like vessels. Dotted vessels are highly predictive for melanocytic skin tumors in general. Dotted vessels in red Clark nevi are loosely arranged throughout the lesion and are often associated with a few comma-like vessels, as we observed in our patients [13, 14] .
On the other hand, it is important to consider that regularly distributed dotted vessels over a pink background associated with a reticular depigmentation is suggestive of nonpigmented Spitz nevus, but early amelanotic melanoma must be ruled out [13] [14] [15] . Additionally, the combination of dotted and linear irregular vessels over a milky red background, and three main algorithms have been developed to apply in equivocal lesions [20] . 
Conclusion
In conclusion, dermoscopy can be helpful to evaluate characteristics of melanocytic lesions in OCA-Ia patients, with special relevance in the vascular structures. Nevi of these patients present a vascular pattern similar to that described for amelanotic melanoma, for which it is sometimes challenging to make a differential diagnosis-even for trained physicians.
Therefore, we consider crucial for the management of these patients the combination of periodic physician-based totalbody skin examinations with dermoscopy, using the comparative approach, DFU with both total-body photography and digital dermoscopy, and RCM in equivocal lesions because it has been proven to improve accuracy in early detection of melanoma in high-risk patients and reduces the number of excisions of benign lesions in these kind of patients.
